This addendum is issued on June 15, 2023, prior to the bid due date to add, delete, modify, clarify and/or to respond to questions submitted by prospective bidders regarding the work included in the above referenced solicitation.

**QUESTIONS**

1. **Question:** Our Legal has reviewed the documents. We have some exceptions to the language. Are we to send over the exceptions prior to the closing date?

   **Response:** Exceptions to all sections of the bid document, excluding the sample contract, must be submitted in the form of a question during the question period. Please refer to Part I-4. Clarification of Instructions of the bid document for more information. Any exceptions to the sample contract must be submitted in Tab F of your bid, please refer to Part II-7. Proposed Amendments to the Sample Contract of the bid document for more information.

2. **Question:** Does the pricing include all sizes?

   **Response:** Yes, please refer to the notes on page 2 of Appendix A of Addendum #2.

3. **Question:** Do all the quarter zips include names? Are there any other garments where there are names applied?

   **Response:** Please refer to Appendix D of the Bid Document. Names will be embroidered on the following four items: Jerzees Sweatshirts – Navy (Line Item #31), Jerzees Golf Shirts – Light Blue (Line Item #33), Golf Shirts – Navy (Line Item #34), and Golf Shirts – White (Line Item #36). The necessity of an embroidered name will depend on the department that is ordering the item. Some departments do not require a name.

**END OF ADDENDUM THREE**